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Abstract
One of the most challenging issues for Random Early Detection (RED) algorithm is how to set its parameters to
achieve high performance for the dynamic conditions of the network. While original RED uses fixed values for its
parameters, the use of Markov model, as a forecasting model to predict the queue length has been a matter of
interest. Different approaches have been introduced in this scope. In this paper, we have studied and evaluated
different papers using Markov model based on performance criteria such as stability and utilization. Some
conclusions are developed regarding the performance of these methods.
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1.

Introduction

With growing use of computer networks, importance of congestion control is getting more obvious in maintaining
stability and performance. The Internet congestion control includes two different parts: the source algorithm and
Active Queue Management (AQM) algorithm. Source algorithm, implemented inside TCP protocol, runs at the end
system and controls the sending rate. AQM algorithm runs at the router and sends the congestion feedbacks to the
sources.
The most common AQM algorithm is Random Early Detection (RED), which has been widely used in Internet over
the past few years. This algorithm mainly addresses the global synchronization problem. This problem happens
when all connections “hold back” simultaneously, and then step forward simultaneously. RED is simple, robust and
quite effective at reducing persistent queues. However, while it has been used widely and successfully on Internet
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routers, (Floyd and Jacobson, 1993) offers little guidance on how to set configuration parameters and RED has
gained the reputation of being very difficult to tune (Sarker et. al. 2012).RED should stabilize the queue length at a
given target to maximize link utilization (Aweya et. al. 2001; Low et. al. 2003). This is usually not obtained
according to observations (Tan et al. 2006).

This paper focuses on performance optimization by trying to control oscillations of the average queue length. It
considers a network running RED algorithm and designs a Grey model to forecast its behaviour (Chen & Huang,
2013).This model helps us to find a way to improve performance of RED algorithm by adjusting its parameters
regarding the present and predicted future states of its queue.
The paper goes a follows: In section 2, we’re going to discuss RED algorithm characteristics. We will introduce
Markov model in section 3 and then explain various works in this scope in section 4. We will conclude in section 5.

2. RED (Random Early Drop)
RED is the most common AQM algorithm used widely in internet routers over the years. It uses average queue
length calculated by exponential weighted moving averaging to detect congestion and determine present state of the
queue. If the average is less than a determined minimum threshold, the algorithm decides that the queue is being
underutilized and all incoming packets are allowed to access it. Between a maximum and minimum threshold value
for average queue length is the region in which senders must be alert to avoid congestion, that’s why some packets
are dropped or marked randomly. This way they will be notified to reduce their sending rate. Number of packets
dropped in this stage is determined by a parameter called packet drop probability. For every packet, this is the
probability of being dropped or marked. For an average length more than the maximum threshold, all incoming
packets must be dropped because we are considering the queue congested in that case.
The formula for dropping probability is as follows:
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Figure 1- Drop Probability Function of RED

Many variants of original RED have been introduced over the years. Various works have used different
approaches to deal with this problem. One of the most important ideas was adaptive versions of RED, in which,
max changed with the state of the network. ARED, which was completed by Feng (2000) and Floyd (2001) was
the first algorithm with the idea of changing maximum drop probability with queue state. FRED (Lin and
Morris,1997) and SRED (Ott et al. 1999) are among other famous RED editions. Following is the algorithm
developed and introduced as Feng’s Adaptive RED or FARED (Feng et al. 2000):
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Figure 2- FARED algorithm

FARED Adapts maxp based only on queue behaviour and not queue capacity. It increases maxp when qavg crosses
above maxth, decreases maxp when qave crosses below minth and freezes maxp after changes to prevent oscillations.

3. Markov Model
Markov models are the fundamental building blocks upon which most of the quantitative analytical
performance techniques are built. Markov models themselves are based on state space diagrams. Such diagrams are
powerful descriptive tools. They are intuitive and natural, understandable by novices, yet rich enough to challenge
experts. They can be applied across a wide range of applications. Markov models are often used to explain the
current interactions between various system components. However, they can also be used for predictive purposes.
Once a model is constructed, parameterized, and validated, it can be altered to predict what would happen if various
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aspects of the system's hardware or of the system's workload change. Thus, Markov models can be used for both
descriptive and predictive purposes. To create such a model, the first step is to construct the state diagram by
identifying all possible states that the modelled system may find itself. Second, the state connections (i.e.,
transitions) must be identified. Third, the model must be parameterized by specifying the length of time spent in
each state once it is entered (or, equivalently, the probability of transitioning from one state to another within the
next time period). After the model is constructed, it is "solved." This involves abstracting a set of linear "balance"
equations from the state diagram and solving them for long term "steady state" probabilities of being in each system
state. Once solved, the model can be validated and used for various performance prediction applications.

Within the context of Markov models, model construction consists of three steps: state space enumeration, state
transition identification, and parameterization. State space enumeration involves specifying all reachable states that
the system might enter. State transition identification indicates which states can be directly entered from any other
given state. Parameterization involves making measurements and making assumptions of the original system. With
Markov models, model construction involves identifying not only all the states in which the system may find itself,
but also how long one typically stays in each state and which states are immediately accessible from any given state.
Measurements, intuition, published results from the literature, and various assumptions are often used to
parameterize a model.
Solving involves running an experiment on the newly constructed hardware and monitoring its performance.
With simulation models, this involves running a software package (i.e. the simulator) and recording the emulated
performance results. With analytical models, this involves solving a set of mathematical equations and interpreting
the performance expressions correctly.
The baseline model can be used for the important purpose of prediction. One is much more interested in (and
impressed by) a model that can predict what will happen before it actually does. By altering the baseline model (e.g.,
adding in future growth rate parameters, changing the hardware parameters to reflect anticipated upgrades) and then
resolving the model, one can predict the future performance of a system prior to its occurrence (Menasce, 2004).

4. Markov Models use in congestion control
In this section, we will take a look at different works regarding modelling and modifying RED algorithm by
means of Markov Models.
(Köhler et. al, 2000) has used a Markov model to analyze RED and assumes h TCP connections transmitting
data over a RED queue. The model state is described by the random variables (Wi, Si, Ni), i∈ {1,…,h}and (A). The
loss that a connection encounters is determined byLi(Wi, A). All the TCP sources are saturated, therefore, they are
waiting for ∑

acknowledgements, i. e., the number of packets at the server

= ∑

(

− Li(Wi, A))is the

difference of the window sizes Wi and the lost packets Li(Wi, A). To build a discrete model, the queue can be
observed at the same instants because within this time, for each TCP source exactly one round completes. The
coupling consists of propagating the loss induced by the loss function p(A)) of the RED queue as feedback to the
TCP connections to control their window size. The traffic arriving at the RED queue is the sum of all congestion
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window sizes ∑

representing the number of sent packets during the next round of each connection. The

number of lost packets within the next round is the sum of lost packets of all TCP connections∑

Li(A, Wi).

Figure 3- Comparison of analytical and simulated TCP congestion window distribution

Figure 3 presents a comparison of the analytically derived distribution with simulation results generated with
the NS simulator. The distribution of the congestion window CWND for drop probabilities p=0.1 1 and p=0.01 are
found in good accordance with the simulated results. The results of the study show that proper dimensioning of the
RED queue parameters is crucial to achieve a benefit and not to experience drawbacks from the RED queue (Köhler
et. al, 2000).
Using the same approximations, (Wurtzler, 2002) claims that WRED can be analyzed in a very similar way to
RED. WRED uses the same parameters as RED, but it has the ability to perform RED on traffic classes individually.
Figure4 shows a WRED system in which both classes have the same max but different min .
p

th

Figure 4- WRED dropping functions

WRED analysis is similar to RED analysis, but the transition rates for the CTMC will differ and the general
complexity of the Markov chain will increase. Figure 5 shows the system model proposed for WRED.
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Figure 5- System model for WRED

Through an iterative process, WRED parameters were found that provide close to an exact match in dropping
probability for two classes with different arrival statistics. Many of the benefits of RED were shown to be true for
proposed WRED model, and the cost in overall dropping probability, as compared to a tail drop queue, was
relatively low(Wurtzler, 2002).
(Barakat& Altman, 2000) has applied Markovian fluid model to model TCP deploying RIO and RED algorithm
and has claims that in the under-subscription case, the RIO scheme is more biased against large reservation
connections and long RTT ones than the other schemes. This is not the case in the over-subscription case where it
provides a better performance.
A Markov-fluid queue is a special type of queue, where the buffer content, the amount of work in the system,
changes at a constant rate. This constant rate changes after a random period of time. The buffer content cannot be
negative, so when the buffer content decreases to zero, the buffer content stays zero as long as the constant rate is
negative (van de Leur, 2008).
(Suthaharan, 2004) proposes a solution to this problem using Markov chain based decision rule. They model the
oscillation of the average queue size as a homogeneous Markov chain with three states and simulated the system
using the network simulator software NS-2. They claim based on simulations that their proposed scheme
successfully estimates the maximum packet dropping probability for Random Early Detection, detects the
congestion very early and adjusts the packet-dropping probability so that RED can make wise packet-dropping
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decisions. The proposed scheme is also said to provide improved connection throughput and reduced packet loss
rate.
(Singh et. al, 2005) present an analytical study targeted at statistically capturing the loss behaviour of a RED
queue. They utilize a finite-state Markov chain model. Starting from recursive equations of the model, they derive
Equivalent closed-form equations and numerically validate the matching of recursive and closed-form
equations. Further, they apply it to monitor the average RED queue size in a number of sample topologies
illustrating their practicality. They argue that their model can adapt to the changing network conditions. The model
is shown in figure 6.
(Sharma et. al, 2002) consider a finite queue with its arrivals controlled by the Random Early Detection (RED)
algorithm. This is one of the most prominent congestion avoidance schemes in the Internet routers. The aggregate
arrival stream from the population of TCP sources is locally considered stationary renewal or MMPP with general
packet length distribution. They have claimed their model to be accurate with the help of simulations.

Figure 6- Markov modeling of a drop-tail queue and a RED queue with maxp=1

(Bauer et. al, 2007) propose an analytical model to capture the dynamics of the RED algorithm. They develop a
system of recursive equations that describes the packet dropping behavior of the RED algorithm. Using a notion
from the theory of random walks, they derive an exact-closed form expression that characterizes the loss
characteristics of a RED queue. They have validated the derived formula by a numerical comparison with the
recursive equations.
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Figure 7- M/D/1/K approximation of the steady-state behavior of RED under quasi-stationary assumptions

In (Zhenzhen et. al, 2010) a novel closed-loop feedback TCP/AQM (Transfer Control Protocol/Active Queue
Management)model is proposed using a discrete-time Markov chain, and a way to calculate the equilibrium
distribution of this model is given. In the model, system time is divided into time slots, the bottleneck router queue
model and TCP window size model in each slot are analyzed. By combining adjacent slots, an integrated TCP/AQM
analytical model is developed, the average values of packets dropping ratio and queue length in the router and TCP
sending rate are estimated. The proposed TCP/AQM model is extended to a TCPUDP (Control User Datagram
Protocol)/AQM model, to analyze the TCP/AQM system performance when UDP flows exist. By implementing this
model on Matlab, the validity of the model to analyze the closed-loop feedback TCP/RED (Random Early
Detection) system has been verified. Figure 8 is the transition matrix for this model.

Figure 8- Transition matrix for proposed model in (Zhenzehn et. al 2010)

(Yar et. al, 2012) proposes a threshold based analytical model based on standard RED mechanism. Based on the
Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP), which has been extensively used to model B-ISDN sources, such as
voice and video, as well as characterizing the superposed traffic. It captures the burstiness and correlation properties
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of the network traffic. In addition to characterizing the desired properties of B-ISDN applications, these models are
analytically tractable and produce results that are acceptable approximations to reality. Sampling concept for their
proposed model is given in figure 9.
Figure 9-Sampling concept for proposed model in (Yar et. al, 2012)

5. Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have reviewed some works on modelling RED and deploying Markov model to optimize RED
performance or study its behaviour to develop suitable modifications to get a better algorithm with higher
performance. Yet, the use of Markov model to predict and deploy this prediction in modifying RED parameters
remain for more extensive studies to be used in practice. This deployment can include tuning of different RED
parameters to get a more stable system.
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